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Abstract 
Objectives: The purpose of this paper is to describe a technique for computing the local fractal di- 
mension of the human cerebral cortex as extracted from high-resolution magnetic resonance im- 
aging scans. Methods: 3D models of the human cerebral cortex were extracted from high resolu- 
tion magnetic resonance images of 10 healthy adult volunteers using FreeSurfer. The local fractal 
dimension of the cortex was computed using a custom-written cube-counting algorithm. The effect 
of constraining the maximum region size on the measured value of local fractal dimension was 
examined. A proof of principle was demonstrated by comparing an individual with Alzheimer’s 
disease to a healthy individual. Results: Local values of cortical fractal dimension can be obtained 
by constraining the size of the region over which the cube counting is performed. Cubic regions of 
intermediate size (30 × 30 × 30 mm) yielded a profile that demonstrated greater regional varia- 
bility compared to smaller (15 × 15 × 15 mm) or larger (60 × 60 × 60 mm) region sizes. Conclu- 
sions: Local fractal dimension of the cerebral cortex is a novel measure that may yield additional, 
quantitative insight into the clinical meaning of cortical shape changes. 
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1. Introduction 
Fractal dimension analysis was first made popular by a series of works by Benoit Mandelbrot in the late 1970s 
and early 1980s [1] [2]. Mathematically created fractal objects, such as Cantor dust or the Sierpinski gasket, ex- 
hibit a property called “self-similarity”, which means that magnification of smaller scale features exactly dupli- 
cates a larger scale structure. In nature, many objects such as plants (ferns, cauliflower), clouds, mountains, and 
rivers also exhibit a property of statistical self-similarity. While mathematical objects have an infinite range to 
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their self-similarity, biological objects only exhibit this property over a limited spatial range. The analytic tech- 
niques using this principle can model very complicated structures using relatively simple computational algo- 
rithms. 

Fractal analysis has been applied to many fields of natural science including botany, geology, and medicine, 
to name a few. One particular application that has been advanced in the past decade is the use of fractal dimen-
sion as a measure of the complexity of the human cerebral cortex. Studies using anatomical data from either tis-
sue specimens or magnetic resonance images have demonstrated that the human cerebral cortex exhibits fractal 
properties which arise secondary to cerebral folding [3]-[8]. Fractal analysis has been used to study several neu-
rological conditions, including schizophrenia [9]-[12], multi-systems atrophy [13], epilepsy [14], stroke [15], 
cortical development [16] [17], and Alzheimer’s disease [18] [19]. 

When applied to the cerebral cortex, the information obtained by the analysis of fractal dimension is related to, 
but different from, information obtained using standard volumetric approaches (such as measures of brain vol-
ume, surface area, cortical thickness, or gyrification index). Fractal analysis measures integrate information over 
a range of spatial scales (two orders of magnitude from 0.5 mm to ~30 mm). This unique approach to shaping 
analysis can integrate several aspects of structural change associated with disease (i.e. both subtle changes in 
cortical thickness associated with synaptic and neuronal loss as well as larger scale changes in the width and 
depth of sulci). 

Most studies of the fractal properties of the cerebral cortex have focused on computing whole-brain measures 
(i.e. generating one number which summarizes the entire hemisphere). While quantification of whole-brain com- 
plexity is useful, it is well established that the brain is not uniformly affected by either aging or by progressive 
neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease [20]-[22]. Consequently, performing a local (or regional) 
analysis may allow for more specific and sensitive cortical complexity changes to be identified that represent the 
structural influence of non-uniformly distributed cerebral pathology. The purpose of this paper is to describe a 
technique for computing the local fractal dimension of the human cerebral cortex as extracted from high-resolu- 
tion magnetic resonance imaging scans.  

Having a measure of local fractal dimension could serve a number of very useful clinical purposes. First, the 
measure would provide a reliable quantification to the otherwise subjective and qualitative assessment of corti-
cal shape. Currently used terms for assessing the integrity of the cerebral cortex, such as “mild age-appropriate 
atrophy”, can be augmented with a quantitative, statistically based measure. Furthermore, the local fractal di-
mension measure is ideal for identifying subtle changes in brain shape that could be difficult to identify visually. 
Finally, subtle changes in brain complexity may herald the onset of neurological disease. As such, using the 
fractal analysis technique to identify structural changes in cortical complexity has potential for clinical use as a 
neuroimaging biomarker. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Source Data 
The raw data used in this study were extracted from high-resolution, high-contrast magnetic resonance images 
(MP-RAGE sequence, resolution of 1 × 1 × 1.25 mm, TR = 9.7 ms, TE = 4 ms, flip angle = 10 degrees, T1 = 20 
ms, and TD = 200 ms). The images were obtained from the clinical database of magnetic resonance images at 
the University of Utah. All images were de-identified according to Institutional Review Board protocol. For the 
analysis of region size, 10 age-matched healthy adult subjects were selected. For demonstration of the potential 
clinical application, one healthy adult subject and one subject with clinically diagnosed Alzheimer’s disease 
were selected. 

2.2. Image Pre-Processing 
In brief, we generate three-dimensional models of the cerebral cortex from high-contrast magnetic resonance 
images using a well-accepted image segmentation program called FreeSurfer. The methods for model genera-
tion have been well documented in other publications [23]-[27]. After the original images undergo motion cor-
rection and intensity normalization, the extracerebral voxels (or 3D pixels) are removed using a “skull-strip- 
ping” procedure. The 3D surfaces are generated based on the intensity values and geometric structure of the 
cortex (Figure 1(A)). The resulting surface has sub-millimeter accuracy [23] [25]. Each 3D surface is composed 
of tessellated triangles (~200,000 per hemisphere). 
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Figure 1. Image pre-processing. 3D models of the cortical surface were generated 
from high-contrast magnetic resonance images (MP-RAGE sequence) using the 
FreeSurfer pipeline. A. Original image (in coronal orientation); B. Skull-stripped 
image with neck removed and intensities normalized; C. 2D projection of the pial 
and grey/white surface; D. 3D view of the right hemisphere pial surface with a 
zoom-in on the frontal lobe to illustrate the triangular mesh.                   

2.3. Computing Local Fractal Dimension Using Cube Counting 
The 3D Fractal Dimension (f3D) of the cortical surfaces is computed using a 3D cube-counting algorithm. This 
algorithm has been found to be a robust and accurate method of computing cortical complexity [6] [8] [14] [18] 
[19] [28]-[31]. This approach is derived from the Minkowski-Bouligand dimension with an extrapolation using 
3D cubes instead of 2D boxes. Note that f3D is a unit-less measure. Initially, the 3D surface is tiled with cubes of 
a uniform size. The cube size is then changed, and the intersection computation is repeated. f3D is computed as 
the change in the log of the cube count divided by the change in the log of the cube size. See Equation (1).  

( )
( )3

log cube count
log cube sizeDf

∆
= −

∆
                                     (1) 

The range of cube sizes depends upon the resolution of the original data (1 mm for the images used in this 
paper) and the upper size limit of the object to be measured. The human brain is around 150 mm long. The brain 
has self-similar fractal properties over a limited scale, which for this paper ranged 0.5 mm to 30 mm [19]. The 
best fit of any tiling could be established by repeating the tiling calculation multiple times with a slight random 
jitter of the relative position of the tiling cubes to the tessellated mesh.  

Cube counting in this implementation requires the user to compute the intersection between a tiling grid of 
fractal counting cubes and the tessellated triangular mesh of the cortical surface. An algorithm for performing an 
intersection computation between one side of a counting cube and one side of an individual triangular mesh 
element is shown in Figure 2. This process would need to be repeated for each side of the mesh element and 
each side of the cube to determine successful intersection or not. Each intersecting box should be identified only 
once.  

The entire algorithm for computing the local fractal dimension of a cortical surface model is shown in the 
flowchart in Figure 3. Note that the process in Figure 2 is contained in a single box in the bottom right corner 
of Figure 3. The resolution of the final image depends upon the number of center points used to compute the 
local fractal dimension. For the purpose of this project, it was reasonable to create an image at the same resolu-
tion as the original MR image. Every voxel that was labeled as belonging to the cerebral cortex during the image 
segmentation process described above was used as a center point for this analysis. This generates approximately 
600,000 data points per hemisphere. 
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Figure 2. Flowchart for computing the intersection of side (edge of a triangular mesh element) with a face of a cube. 
The intersection is identified using standard geometry. Possible intersections for each triangular mesh side (3 edges) 
and each cube face (6 faces) are computed.                                                              

 

 
Figure 3. Flowchart for computing the local fractal dimension of the cerebral cortical surface. The flowchart for 
the cube-edge algorithm is shown in Figure 2. An example of a complete local fractal dimension computation is 
shown on the bottom left with local fractal values color-coded using the “heat” color scale.                        

2.4. Determining the Effect of Region Size 
The size of the region to be analyzed will likely have a significant effect on the calculated regional variability. If 
the region size is very large (>0.5 the size of the whole brain), then the regional variation will be averaged 
across a large swath of cortex, and local values will converge to global values. If the region size is very small 
(<2× the image resolution), then there is insufficient data to compute the cube count to cube size ratio, and the 
resulting values will be unstable and non-anatomical (i.e. complexity values may be >3.0 or <1.0). Cubic re-
gions with side lengths of 15, 30, and 60 mm were selected for this study. 

3. Results 
3.1. Effects of Selecting a Region Size 
The local fractal dimension values for a representative individual brain using 3 different cubic region sizes (15, 
30, and 60 mm side lengths) are shown in Figure 4. All 10 images produced similar results. When the smaller  
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Figure 4. Local fractal values of a cortical surface as a function of re-
gion size. A tessellated mesh was tiled with 1 mm cubes, each of 
which was used as a center point for computing the local fractal di-
mension. The region size side length varied from 15 mm to 60 mm 
(right column blue boxes). A lateral view of the right hemisphere is 
shown in the second column tiled with cubes colored according to the 
computed local fractal dimension (heat color scale). The scale bar for 
the local fractal dimension (unit-less) is shown on the right. To visual-
ize the internal structure, slices of the cortex are shown for a 
mid-thalamic coronal view, an axial view through the genu of the in-
ternal capsule, and a sagittal slice 2 mm to the right of midline. The 30 
mm region size demonstrates the greatest variability in local fractal 
dimension.                                                  

 
region size (15 mm) is selected, the local fractal values largely reflect cortical density within the region. Using 
the heat color scale, regions centered close to the inner or outer edges appear cooler, while regions in the center 
of the cortex are warmer. When measuring at this relatively small scale, there is not much regional variability 
across the cortex. When using the larger region size (60 mm), the local regions again show relatively little varia-
tion as the fractal values converges towards the global value (2.72 in this case). The intermediate region size (30 
mm) shows the most local variation of the three region sizes. 

3.2. Clinical Application  
To demonstrate the ability of this local fractal dimension tool to identify regional variation in brain structure, 
cortical fractal dimension values were calculated for two adult subjects (30 mm region size). The results are 
shown in Figure 5. One of these subjects has been diagnosed clinically with a progressive neurodegenerative 
condition (Alzheimer’s disease, which is rated as mild in severity) and has known structural deficits identified 
on his magnetic resonance images. A healthy adult subject is shown for comparison. For the healthy adult sub-
ject, there is some regional variability again noted, but no local complexity values fall below 2.5. For the subject 
with Alzheimer’s disease, there is a generalized loss of complexity noted (color scale shifted towards the red di-
rection on the heat scale) and there are prominent areas of marked decreased complexity in the bilateral parietal 
lobes and medial temporal lobes. 

4. Discussion 
This paper has demonstrated a method for computing the local fractal dimension of the human cerebral cortex as 
extracted from high resolution magnetic resonance images. The value of local fractal dimension depends upon 
the region size that is used. An intermediate region size (30 mm in this example) yields results that capture the 
variation in local complexity. Using an intermediate region size, the local variation in cortical fractal dimension 
reflects clinically significant structural factors. For example, cerebral atrophy associated with neurodegenerative 
conditions, such as Alzheimer’s disease, causes decreases in the calculated value of the local fractal dimension. 
Moreover, the heterogeneous spatial patterns of cerebral atrophy associated with a neurodegenerative disease are 
also reflected in the pattern of local fractal dimension change. This proof of concept demonstrates potential use  
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Figure 5. Local fractal values of the cortex decrease with Alzheimer’s 
disease. Shown are coronal, axial, and sagittal images of the brain with 
the local fractal dimension of the cortex superimposed. The scale bar 
for the local fractal dimension (unit-less) is shown on the right. The 
first row comes from a healthy adult subject, and the second row is a 
subject with a clinical diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease. Both subjects 
are 75 years old. The fractal dimension values of the Alzheimer’s sub-
ject are lower than the healthy adult, with a predominance noted in the 
medial temporal lobes and bilateral parietal lobes.                         

 
of local fractal dimension as a biomarker for changes in cortical structure. 

Statistical analysis of this local fractal data will require implementation of an alignment algorithm in order to 
compare analogous regions of multiple brains. Using affine alignment techniques is unlikely to result in an ac-
curate image (e.g. the local fractal surfaces are too irregular compared to each other). One method would be to 
use a spherical mapping approach, such as the one implemented by FreeSurfer. 

In addition, the values for local fractal dimension need to be normalized against a background of normal ag-
ing to determine the normal range of local values for any given age group. This critical calibration then allows 
the data for an individual to be compared to an age-matched population to determine the statistical significance 
of the local variability. This step will also be critical to determine which local variations are common in the 
population (and thus without clinical significance) and which variations are associated with neuropathology. 
Ideally such changes could be identified early in the course of the disease and could identify those at risk for fu-
ture symptomatic progression.  

Local fractal dimension is one of many measures which can be used to quantify the integrity of the cerebral 
cortex. The technique has the advantage of quantifying measures of cortical shape, which is complementary to 
volumetric measures. With further development and testing, this tool may allow new and clinically useful as-
sessments of neuroimaging data to help physicians better diagnose and manage neurodegenerative disease.  
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